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This field is populated when the form is initialize with the current system Date
concatenated with the current system time. The Date returns the number of Days from the epoch and the Time returns the number of milliseconds from the epoch. Adding these two together as a string can generate a unique number for you. This example uses FormCalc. 
This example is the same as the previous one but it uses Javascript instead. Note that the numbers are different because the two languages use a different epoch.
Enterprise Solution Example
Single User Examples
In this example a database is used to keep track of numbers for us. A starting number is used and each time the form is loaded a request is made of the DB and the number is incriminated by 1. This example uses a LiveCycle Web Service to interact with the DB to get the number. Direct connections to the DB could be done but I do not recommend that type of solution.
 
In this example we use the docReady event of the field to call the web service when the form loads. I have also included a button to call the web service so you can see it working interactively. Note that when you load the form a second time the number picks up where you left off.
 
I have included a LiveCycle Archive File (LCA) as well as the SQL commands (in a text file) to generate the database that I used (for MySQL). You must put this DB in the LiveCycle Adobe Database for the LCA to work. You will also have to update the DataConnection properties to point to your implementation of the web service. This example uses localhost as its address.
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